Personalized dynamic reporting application providing
powerful information in seconds from Certero products.
Flexible and powerful reporting
Acquaintia is a feature-rich reporting tool that provides powerful, entirely
customizable reports in seconds. The wealth of data stored is simplified through
the easy to use interface to give you intelligent information at your fingertips. Not
just IT, departments such as procurement and finance can use Acquaintia to
generate Business Intelligence that can help identify increased efficiencies
throughout your organization.
The parameter driven interface allows any question to be asked and answers
displayed through interactive charts, graphs and widgets.

Acquaintia is designed to work with all Certero Solutions enabling access to
critical information simply and quickly. The clever architecture means that
Acquaintia can provide professional reports that can be exported and used in
management reports to aid communication of complex matters.

Key features
 Acquaintia is provided with all Certero Products. This common approach
ensures that all Certero’s products have a unique advantage in their abilities to
benefit from very high quality information presented in a professional medium
that aids communication.

Benefits
 Get answers to
questions in
seconds and
increase
efficiencies across
the organization
 Business
Intelligence in just
a few clicks
 Customizable
dashboard with
easy to
understand,
personalized
reports

 Customizable dashboard with easy to understand reports that can be
personalized to display only reports relevant to you. Your Portal.
 Create and compare multiple graphs and charts on a single dashboard
interface with the ability to map current and predictive analysis on a single
graph .
 Business and IT Users can quickly ask questions through a parameter driven
interface and answers are displayed in seconds.
 Select from over 50 pre-canned charts, graphs and widgets with the ability to
save and export for easy access to management information.

 Ability to save reports, graphs, widgets and alerts to either a private folder,
accessible only by you or a public folder providing the ability to share created
reports, graphs, widgets and alerts
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Dynamic license
optimization
App-Centre’s optimal
integration with the
AssetStudio platform
ensures that each
application is combined with
the correct software license,
dynamically updating the
Effective License Position
(ELP) throughout the
software lifecycle.

Business benefits through accurate and adaptive reporting
 Define baseline reports for future analysis for multiple user groups,
organizational units or locations
 Compare the results from the baseline against actual usage in easy to
understand charts , graphs and widgets
 Identify cost savings by company, line of business or department.
 Report on savings in money, time, CO2, coal, water
 Report on license shortfalls, financial value of ‘risk‘ compliance by vendor,
product, version

About Certero
Certero is a vendor and
supplier of products and
solutions for: Software Asset
Management (SAM), Software
License Optimization and
Entitlement (SLOE) and IT Asset
Management (ITAM).
Complimented by tailored
services, our mission is to
provide the best solutions that
work individually and
holistically together, seamlessly
and optimally on a single
platform.
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 ‘Real-time’ compliance reports by complete business or individual lines of
business and departments
 Usage reports that identify candidates for software removal known as ‘reharvesting’
 Trend reports/graphs to show progress over time

Contact us
Find out more
info@Certero.com
www.certero.com
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